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SEMI-AUTOMATIC
PROFESSIONAL

TOOL SET

What It Is

The new P300 Hard Tool Case. 
In addition to its impact-
resistant polymer shell, the case 
is lined with all purpose foam 
padding which both protects 
tools, and allows the option of 
expanding the set. 

Strong, versatile, and 
lightweight, the case will secure 
your tools during 
storage and make 
transport a breeze.

What holds it all together? 

These tools are cost-e ective, speed 
productivity, and increase pro tability. 
With all the tools you need, this set is great 
for a quick start and a perfect nish every
time. They are an excellent package to add to 
the existing tools of the professional taper.

The high quality equipment included in this 
core set of drywall tools are engineered to be 
durable, reduce waste, save time, and 
increase pro tability. Simple to use, smooth 
to operate, and delivering consistent results, 
the tools have the added bene t of being 
covered by Can-Am Tool's limited lifetime 
warranty.

Professional Semi-Automatic Drywall 
Taping and Finishing Tools



Built from sturdy polymer, this case is 
perfect for transporting your drywall tools 
from site to site. The all-purpose lining inside 
gives you space to expand while protecting 
your tools, and padlock mounts help secure 
and lock them in when not in use.

Create perfect 90° every time 
with this roller. Its stainless 
steel  wheels rmly embed 
paper tape easily to form  
sharp, precise corners.

Both sturdy, and easy to adjust, this 
lightweight, twist-locking aluminum 
handle is designed for use with standard 
corner ushers.

Made for use with corner rollers, this ex 
resistant handle adjusts length with a 
quick twist, and adapts to hold sanding 
heads.

P300
Hard Tool Case

J201
4 Wheel Inside Corner Roller

This lightweight applicator head 
provides easy, fast application of 
mud to all at surfaces. 

G200
Flat Applicator 3"

Designed for smooth 
movement, the E100 e ortlessly 
applies a uniform ribbon of mud 
from an applicator tube to both 
sides of the inside corner.

E100
Inside Corner Applicator  1"

A300 
42" Compound Applicator Tube

B100   2½" Standard Flusher
B200   3" Standard Flusher

D400   
Extendable Flusher Handle  3'6" -  6'

D500   
Extendable Roller/ Sander Handle 3'6" -  6'

Interior wall and ceiling inside 90° 
corners and angles are quickly 
wiped and feathered smooth to 
produce crisp, clean surfaces, all in 
one pass.

     2½" corner ushers are 
     typically used when applying 
     the rst coat or taping. 3" corner 
     ushers are commonly used for 
     the second, or nishing coat.

Our drywall mud applicator tubes 
are engineered for your toughest 
demands. They are robust, low 
maintenance, simple to clean, 
easy to use, and ensures the 
smoothest delivery without 
mess.

Key Features and Bene tsTool Set Contents

Hard polymer, foam lined, lockable tool 
case for protection and ease of transport 
to and from the job site.

Our basic tools for optimal e ciency, 
combined in one tool case.

Great starter kit that provides higher 
production in less time.

Functional and easy to use, giving 
consistent results every time.

Reduce waste, lower expenses, and 
increase productivity.

Quick user learning curve.

Superior drywall nishing.


